New Products

2017-2018 EDITION

W E M A K E JE E P S ROCK

SPARTAN BUMPER SYSTEM
Rugged Ridge® engineered the Spartan Series Bumpers for the Jeep
enthusiast that wants the look of a classic off-road style bumper without
the extra weight and heavy price tag. The Spartan Front Bumpers onepiece design is available with standard or high clearance ends. Each
bumper is built from high-strength plate steel that utilizes fold & weld
construction for greater structural integrity, precise fit and a high-quality
appearance. A rugged textured black powder coat resists rust and
corrosion keeping your Spartan bumper looking and performing great
for years to come. Each bumper includes a stand-alone winch plate,
D-shackle mounts and the option of a tubular overrider to complete the
package (D-rings not included). The Spartan Front Bumper is a direct
bolt-on replacement for 2007-2018 Wrangler JK models and includes all
the necessary hardware for a worry-free installation. The Spartan even
utilizes the factory JK fog lights for a finished look without any extra
expense. Best of all, it’s backed by our industry-leading 5 year limited
warranty, making it the best-built, budge-minded bumper on the market
today. Patent Pending.
Application

Part #

High Clearance Ends, With Overrider, 07-18 JK

11548.03

Full-Width Ends, With Overrider, 07-18 JK

11548.02

Full-Width Ends, Without Overrider, 07-18 JK

11548.01

Overrider

11548.04
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11548.02
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11548.01

XHD ARMOR CLADDING
Robust 3 mm thick steel plate shields your JK’s lower body panels from
glancing blows with a sectional design that conforms tightly to the
contoured surface for an extremely uniform fitment. A rugged black
textured powder coat offers impressive looks and superior resistance to
rust and corrosion, backed by the added assurance of our 5-Year Limited
Warranty. XHD Armor Cladding secures to the body firmly with the
supplied black button-head hardware for a clean, finished appearance
(some drilling required) and is compatible with OE and aftermarket
fender flares, as well as the perfect complement to Rugged Ridge Armor
Fenders. (11615.01/11615.02), for a total appearance package capable of
tackling any trail. Available for both 2 and 4-door JK models.
Application

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door

11615.10

07-18 Wrangler JK, 2-Door

11615.11

11615.10

XHD STEEL CORNER GUARD
Rugged Ridge XHD Corner Guards are purpose-built to protect your
factory sheet metal from threats on and off-road. We tooled our corner
guards from super-strong 3mm thick steel plate and molded it to match
the contours of your Jeep and then treated each guard to a heavy duty
textured black powder coat that resists rock chips, rust and corrosion;
thus proving that the best offense is a bulletproof defense. Better yet,
unlike many of our competitors, XHD Corner Guards fully surround your
Jeeps tail lights, shielding from direct impacts that crush lesser corner
armor. Available for 2007-2018 Wrangler JK 2-Door (11615.21) and 4-Door
(11615.20) models. XHD Corner Guards work with all factory components,
as well as most aftermarket flares & accessories. Patent Pending.
Application
11615.21

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door

11615.20

07-18 Wrangler JK, 2-Door

11615.21

SPARTACUS TJ TIRE CARRIER KIT
The Spartacus HD Tire Carrier System delivers the perfect balance of
strength & stability, allowing you to carry up to a 35” tire & wheel combo
without all the extra weight of steel bumper-mounted tire carriers. It
incorporates a brutally strong die-cast aluminum hinge casting, forged
steel hinges and hardened steel pins that replaces the feeble stock
tailgate hinges for greater load-bearing capacity while still allowing
smooth, one-handed access to the cargo area. The wheel mount is
constructed of sturdy steel. Both the hinge casting and wheel mount
are protected with a durable black textured powder coat to fend off the
elements in even the harshest off-road conditions. Compatible with OE
and most aftermarket rear bumpers. No drilling required.
Application
Kit, 97-06 Wrangler TJ

Part #

11546.60

11546.60

Hinge Casting, 97-06 Wrangler TJ

11546.61

Wheel Mount, 87-06 Wrangler YJ/TJ

11546.62
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DESIGNED FOR THE MOST DISCERNING JEEP ® ENTHUSIASTS
The Rugged Ridge ELITE Series accessories for 07-18 Wrangler JK are designed with the most discerning Jeep enthusiast in mind. While some are
content to just fit in with the crowd, others prefer to stand out, knowing it is impossible to make your mark by simply blending in. We appreciate this
kind of thinking and it’s the inspiration for our ELITE Series of products. Innovative patented designs, high-quality materials and exclusive premium
finishes combine for a distinctive style and rugged appearance like no other. When it comes to your Jeep, Choose the best- choose the ELITE.

FUEL CAP
Application

HOOD DRESSUP KIT
The Elite Hood Dressup Kit adds a stylish custom
touch to your JK. Patent Pending.
Application

Part #

Part #

Black, 01-18 Wrangler TJ/JK

11229.10

Brushed Alum., 01-18 Wrangler TJ/JK

11229.11

Red, 01-18 Wrangler TJ/JK

11229.12

Textured Black, 97-18 Wrangler TJ-JK 11101.08

ANTENNA BASE
The Elite Antenna Base allows you to modernize
the appearance of one of the most over-looked
parts of your Jeep- the antenna! Patent Pending.
Application

HARD TOP QUICK REMOVAL KIT

Part #

Textured Black, 07-18 Wrangler JK

17212.13

Red, 07-18 Wrangler JK

17212.14

Raw, 07-18 Wrangler JK

17212.15

Each Elite Hardtop Quick Removal Kit includes everything needed
to replace those annoying Torx head screws with large fumbleproof thumbscrews for quick hard top removal with NO TOOLS!
Patent Pending.
Application

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, 2-Door

13510.15

07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door

13510.16

07-18 Wrangler JK, Freedom Panel

13510.17

DOOR SURROUND KNOBS
High-quality cast aluminum construction and
our own distinctive Elite styling to make the new
Elite Billet Door Surround Knobs an attractive and
functional upgrade for your JK’s interior. Patent
Pending.
Application
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Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, 2-Door

13510.13

07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door

13510.14
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FIRE EXTINGUISHER HOLDER
Featuring stunning billet-style cast aluminum
construction, durable textured black powder
coat and a spring-loaded release mechanism
made from 316 Stainless Steel, the Elite Fire
Extinguisher Holder sets the standard for both
form and function. Patent Pending.
Application
Universal

Part #
11238.40

C3 TAILGATE COVER
A versatile Jeep® deserves versatile accessories and that’s the reason we designed the Rugged Ridge C3 line of cargo area protection products. The
C3 Tailgate Cover is the perfect complement to the Rear Cargo Cover or as a simple and effective way to make the most of your Wrangler JK’s tailgate.
Constructed from a durable weather-resistant 900 denier weave PVC material that is UV protected, the C3 Tailgate Cover protects the interior from
scratches and scuffs while adding valuable storage space for tools, recovery gear or those crucial fluids that always tumble around in the back.
Application
07-18 Wrangler JK

Part #
13260.09

TRAIL ANCHOR RAILS
Keeping your rear cargo in-check is easier than ever with Rugged Ridge
Trail Anchor Rails. High-strength steel plates bolt directly to the tub rails
on 07-18 Wrangler JK Unlimited four-door models, providing six sturdy
anchor points for securing bungee cords, cargo nets and even ratchet
straps to accommodate loads of any size. Each Trail Anchor Rail features
a sleek black powder coat finish to accent any interior color and protect
from scratches and scuffs. Trail Anchor Rails come in pairs and work
with both soft and hard top models.
Application
07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door

Part #
13516.70

C4 CANINE CUBE
Bring your canine companion along for a Jeep ride with the Rugged Ridge
C4 Canine Cube. Its unique soft-side design suspends from the sport
bar and anchors itself to the factory floor hooks- a design so innovative
that the canine carrier folds flat to the floor when not in use and can
be reconfigured in moments. Constructed from heavy-duty ballistic
weave fabric with mesh-screened walls, the C4 Canine Cube keeps your
pet safely contained inside while permitting good visibility and air flow
to your prized passenger. Plastic-reinforced floor panels provide an
added layer of protection to your inter carpet and trim while UV-resistant
materials resist fading.
Application

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door

13260.20
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MONTANA BOWLESS TOPS

13790.38

The Rugged Ridge Montana Top is the most versatile Jeep® soft top on
the market today- combining the stunning fastback styling of a bowless
top with the built-in ability to go from a fully-enclosed top to a summer
brief in an instant! Best of all, no more unsightly top frame to block your
view. The Montana Bowless Top fits snuggly over the factory roll bar
and works with your factory door surrounds and tailgate bar, delivering
a uniform air-tight fitment with an aerodynamic style all its own. The
Montana Bowless Top is made to strict quality standards, with reinforced
stitching on heavy “pull” areas, as well as heavy-duty 30 mil thick DOT
approved 31% tint window glass, durable vinyl-coated polyester and
cotton fabrics, and seams stitched entirely using marine grade thread to
resist fading and deterioration from extended exposure to the elements.
Application
07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door

13790.38

07-18 Wrangler JK, 2-Door

13790.39

97-06 Wrangler TJ

13790.35

TOTAL ECLIPSE SHADE

QUICK RELEASE BOW KNUCKLES

Offers superior protection from the sun’s rays
Application

Innovative design allows for simple one-handed operation.
Patent Pending.

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, Soft Top

13579.15

07-18 Wrangler JK, Hard Top

13579.45

Part #

Application

Part #

97-18 Wrangler TJ/JK, 2-Door

13510.10

04-06 Wrangler LJ

13510.11

07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door

13510.12

TUBE DOOR COVERS
13579.50

Rugged Ridge Eclipse Tube Door Covers gives JK owners the ability
to enjoy the open air element of their Rugged Ridge tube doors while
providing a higher level of containment for the passenger area and its
contents. Nylon reinforced mesh construction offers a sturdy barrier that
installs quickly and easily with the integrated bungee trap and button
retaining system. Highly functional and great-looking…you’ll wonder how
you ever did without them! Set includes front and rear pair.
Application
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Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, Front, Pair

13579.50

07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door, Rear, Pair

13579.51

07-18 Wrangler JK, 4-Door, Front & Rear, Pair

13579.52

FORD F-250 FLOOR LINERS
Rugged Ridge Floor liners provide complete protection for the cabin
floor of your vehicle while keeping it looking factory fresh. Patent No.
8,163,369,D627,285
Application
17-18 Ford F-250, Front, Pair

Part #
82902.40

17-18 Ford F-250, Rear

82952.17

17-18 Ford F-250, Front & Rear Set

82989.23

GIGA HOOK
The Rugged Ridge Giga Hook is not just another recovery hook. It’s
massive, oversized “scorpion-tail” styling makes it as attention grabbing
as it is functional. Patent Pending.
Application

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK

11237.20

HITCH THIMBLE
Designed to work with our Continuous Soft Shackle, the Hitch
Thimble is crafted from heat-treated aluminum alloy, making
it lightweight and extremely rugged. It’s the perfect recovery
accessory for any off-road vehicle equipped with a 2-inch hitch.
Patent Pending.

ROPE D-SHACKLE

Application

Bring your recovery gear into the 21st
century with Rugged Ridge® Soft
Rope Shackles.

Hitch Thimble

11235.54

Hitch Thimble Kit

11235.57

Application
7/16 inch, 7500 lb, Gray, Each

Part #

Part #
11235.50

5/16 inch, 4650 lb, Gray, Each

11235.51

5/16 inch, 4650 lb, Gray, Pair

11235.53

CB - AM/FM ANTENNA SYSTEM
REAR TRACK BAR RELOCATION BRACKET
Constructed of sturdy 4 mm thick plate steel, the Rugged Ridge
Rear Track Bar Relocation Bracket repositions the factory rear track
bar to aid in centering the rear differential and correcting tracking
issues common with lifted vehicle.
Application

Part #

Bracket, 07-18 Wrangler JK

18303.81

Bracket w/ Adjustable Track Bar, 07-18 Wrangler JK

18305.28

If you’re worried about where to mount your CB antenna, worry no
more. The Rugged Ridge CB/AM/FM Antenna Mount Kit provides
the best option possible in one unique package. Replacing your
factory antenna with our die-cast aluminum antenna mount will
give you a convenient location to mount your choice of CB antennas
(not included).
Application

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK

17212.20
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CONSOLE ARM REST/PHONE HOLDER
The Center Console Arm Rest with Phone Holder from Rugged Ridge
turns your standard JK center console lid into a stylish and comfortable
arm rest, one that conveniently docks your smartphone. The Center
Console Arm Rest protects the factory console lid from wear & tear;
enhancing the interior style of your 11-18 Wrangler JK with a high-tech
touch. The Center Console Arm Rest Phone Holder features a recess
large enough to hold most large cellphones and a built-in channel for
discretely routing phone charging cables out of sight.
Application

Part #

11-18 Wrangler JK,

13107.62

FRONT DOOR STORAGE PANEL
Rugged Ridge Front Door Storage Panels are designed to eliminate those
sagging, frayed and droopy factory JK door storage nets. Constructed
of durable 600 Denier polyester ballistic weave, these storage panels
feature a spacious main compartment with a bungee-style closure,
suitable for storing personal property while on the trail. An integrated
MOLLE/PALS retention system at the front of each panel allows for the
attachment of the included storage pouches, for even greater utility.
Application

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, Pair

13551.75

SPARE TIRE TOOL RACK SYSTEM
The Rugged Ridge Spare Tire Tool Rack System is an excellent way to
equip your Jeep with the tools to survive any off-road excursion. Each
tool rack is built from high-strength power coated steel plate and, with a
three-groove rack, will house a variety of tools and implements including
axes, shovels, picks, saws, etc. Each tool attaches securely in place with
the included retention straps for a quiet, rattle-free ride. The Spare Tire
Tool Rack System features a spare tire mounting plate that works with
a wide variety of bolt circles and offsets, making it virtually universal for
any vehicle with an externally mounted spare.
Application

Part #

07-18 Wrangler JK, Pair

13551.75

HEATED BALLISTIC SEAT COVERS
Using the same durable foundation as our stand Elite Ballistic Pro Seat Covers, but
with a little added luxury, Elite Ballistic Heated Seat Covers feature a premium 1200
Denier ballistic weave fabric with internal dual-zone heating elements for pleasing
front passenger comfort in cold weather. Each front seat cover is designed
specifically for the Wrangler JK so they fit directly over the factory seat and provide
a custom fit. With a handy three-position switch built-in to the seat cover, users
can choose from multiple heat settings without having to mount switches in the
dash or door panel, like some other heated seats.
Application
11-18 Wrangler JK, Pair
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Part #
13216.04

